Pharmacokinetic–pharmacodynamic modelling of intravenous and oral topiramate and its effect on phonemic fluency in adult healthy volunteers
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AIMS
The aim was to develop a quantitative approach that characterizes the magnitude of and variability in phonemic generative fluency scores as measured by the Controlled Oral Word Association (COWA) test in healthy volunteers after administration of an oral and a novel intravenous (IV) formulation of topiramate (TPM).

METHODS
Nonlinear mixed-effects modelling was used to describe the plasma TPM concentrations resulting from oral or IV administration. A pharmacokinetic–pharmacodynamic (PK-PD) model was developed sequentially to characterize the effect of TPM concentrations on COWA with different distributional assumptions.

RESULTS
Topiramate was rapidly absorbed, with a median time to maximal concentration of 1 h and an oral bioavailability of ∼100%. Baseline COWA score increased by an average of 12% after the third administration on drug-free sessions. An exponential model described the decline of COWA scores, which decreased by 14.5% for each 1 mg l⁻¹ increase in TPM concentration. The COWA scores were described equally well by both continuous normal and Poisson distributions.

CONCLUSIONS
This analysis quantified the effect of TPM exposure on generative verbal fluency as measured by COWA. Repetitive administration of COWA resulted in a better performance, possibly due to a learning effect. The model predicts a 27% reduction in the COWA score at the average observed maximal plasma concentration after a 100 mg dose of TPM. The single-dose administration of relatively low TPM doses and narrow range of resultant concentrations in our study were limitations to investigating the PK-PD relationship at higher TPM exposures. Hence, the findings may not be readily generalized to the broader patient population.

WHAT IS ALREADY KNOWN ABOUT THIS SUBJECT
• Topiramate has a selective and persistent effect on generative fluency, with a highly variable incidence (3–44%) across studies.
• Several factors may contribute to the interindividual variability in cognitive effects of topiramate, including dose and rapid titration.
• The relationship of cognitive impairment to drug concentration has not been thoroughly evaluated.

WHAT THIS STUDY ADDS
• This study presents an exposure–response model that quantifies the effect of topiramate concentration on phonemic fluency.
• We found that the Controlled Oral Word Association scores increase upon repeated administration and decline with increased topiramate exposure.
• This model provides a foundation for future testing of factors that predict topiramate-induced cognitive impairment.
Introduction

Topiramate (TPM), 2,3:4,5-bis-O-(1-methylethylidene)-β-D-fructopyranose sulfamate, with indications as monotherapy for recently diagnosed partial epilepsy, add-on treatment for resistant partial-onset seizures and prophylactic treatment for migraine, is also being prescribed for a range of other conditions, including obesity, pain, bipolar disorder and alcoholism [1, 2]. Topiramate has been widely reported to cause adverse cognitive effects specifically related to working memory and verbal fluency in healthy volunteers and patients with epilepsy and migraine [3–5]. The incidence of cognitive complaints across studies of both healthy volunteers and patients is highly variable (3–44%) [1, 4–8]. While this variability in response has been attributed to dose, rapid titration, polytherapy and the underlying aetiology of epilepsy, its relationship to drug exposure has not been thoroughly evaluated.

The pharmacokinetic (PK) profile of TPM after oral administration is well documented [9–15]. Topiramate has many PK properties that are considered to be desirable. It is rapidly absorbed, with peak plasma levels (C_max) observed 1–4 h after administration, mean C_max and area under the concentration–time curve are linearly related to dose [9, 10], it is only 15% bound to plasma proteins [16], and the major route of elimination is renal, with 75–80% of the dose excreted unchanged in the urine [15]. Previous studies in healthy volunteers found TPM plasma concentration to have the largest impact on verbal fluency scores and working memory tests after a single TPM dose of 100 mg; however, no quantitative assessment for the exposure–response relationship was provided [2, 17].

The objective of this analysis was to assess and quantify the effects of a low dose of TPM (50–100 mg) given both orally and intravenously (IV) on generative verbal fluency as measured by the Controlled Oral Word Association (COWA) test. In order to isolate the cognitive effects of TPM from those possibly arising from an underlying medical condition, subjects were healthy adults. A novel stable-labelled (SL) IV formulation of TPM developed by our group was administered, and a sequential pharmacokinetic–pharmacodynamic (PK-PD) modelling approach was used to characterize the PK and exposure–response relationship using the following strategy. Initially, a PK model was established to describe the plasma concentration–time profile of TPM and to predict plasma concentrations at the exact time when the COWA test was administered. Furthermore, the PK-PD relationship for TPM was characterized by relating the plasma concentration of TPM to the observed scores of COWA.

Methods

Subjects

The subjects were healthy volunteers recruited from two centres, namely the University of Minnesota (UMN) and the University of Florida (UF). Eligible subjects were native English speakers, 18–65 years of age, who were not taking medications known to interact with TPM or alter cognitive function. Exclusion criteria included a history of intolerance to IV administration of medication; histories of significant cardiac, neurological, psychiatric, oncological, metabolic, renal or hepatic diseases; alcohol abuse within the past 5 years; non-native speakers of English; diagnosis of a language impairment/disability; uncorrected low vision; a dominant left hand; a positive pregnancy test; and the use of any investigational drug or device in the 30 days prior to screening. Eligible subjects underwent a brief physical and neurological examination. Subjects were expected to have normal renal function because they were healthy, non-elderly adults with no reported history of renal disease.

Information about date of birth, race, ethnicity, sex, height, bodyweight and medical and surgical history was collected at the screening visit. The study protocols were approved by the UMN and UF’s Institutional Review Boards, and subjects provided written consent prior to enrolment.

Study design

The PK-PD data were pooled from three randomized crossover studies. The pharmacodynamic (PD) assessment consisted of a neuropsychological battery containing tests of phonemic (COWA) and semantic fluency, as well as discourse-level verbal fluency and recall tasks. This test battery was administered to the subjects during all visits. Only the scores from the COWA were modelled. Results from the semantic fluency, discourse-level verbal fluency and recall tasks are presented in Marino et al. [2].

The first study was a four-visit, cross-over study of IV and oral TPM. Subjects were administered the COWA during the two nondrug visits (visit 1, pretreatment and visit 4, post-treatment). The study design stipulated that two subjects receive a dose of 50 mg IV TPM, followed 2 weeks later by a 50 mg oral dose. If no serious adverse events occurred, the remaining subjects (n = 10) were randomized to receive a single oral or IV dose of TPM (100 mg) on their second visit. The infusion dose was administered over 15 min. Blood samples were taken at 0, 0.083, 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 6, 10, 12, 24, 48, 72, 96 and 120 h after dose. During visit 2, COWA was administered at 0.25, 2.5 and 6 h postdose. Following a 2 week washout period, subjects were crossed over to the alternative treatment (IV or oral TPM) on visit 3, during which the same protocol used in visit 2 was repeated.

The second study (UF) was a four-visit, double-blind, placebo-controlled trial, in which pre- and post-treatment measures of COWA were obtained during visits 1 and 4, respectively. At visits 2 and 3, subjects (n = 11) were randomized to receive a single oral dose of TPM (100 mg) or placebo. The COWA test was administered once during
a time window of 2–3 h after the dose. A single blood sample was collected after administration of the COWA test. In all cases, the actual times of the blood sample and the COWA test were recorded. Visits 2 and 3 were separated by a 1 week washout period. Topiramate was measured at all visits baseline to ensure washout.

The third trial (UMN) was a three-way, double-blind, crossover study of similar design to study II, with the addition of a third treatment period that allowed the randomization of subjects \( (n = 9) \) to receive a single dose of lorazepam (LZP; 2 mg). In that study, lorazepam was chosen to investigate the mechanistic aspect of TPM effects on cognition by separating the effects of TPM from sedation. Data from the LZP arm were excluded from this analysis.

** Controlled Oral Word Association test (COWA)**
Phonemic generative verbal fluency was evaluated using the COWA test, which requires the subject to generate words other than proper names or nouns beginning with a specific letter of the alphabet; three 60 s trials are obtained using three different letters, F-A-S or B-H-R. In this study, the examiners alternated between these sets of letters during different visits in order to minimize the learning effects on repeated testing. The word counts generated during the three trials were summed as the COWA score. In this analysis, COWA is considered for modelling the exposure–response relationship of TPM and the effects on phonemic generative fluency, while results from other neuropsychological tests will be reported elsewhere.

** Intravenous topiramate formulation**
A general description of the synthesis and formulation of the SL-TPM is reported in a previous publication [18].

** Determination of topiramate and SL-TPM concentrations**
For quantification of both TPM and stable-labelled TPM, the liquid chromatography–mass spectrometry method with simultaneous determination of nine antiepileptic drugs was adapted from Subramanian *et al.* [19]. Topiramate-d\(_{12}\) was used as the internal standard. The limit of detection was 0.5 ng ml\(^{-1}\), and the limit of quantification was 0.04 µg ml\(^{-1}\). The precision for TPM and SL-TPM ranged from 2 to 5 and from 3 to 5%, respectively. The accuracy values of TPM were between 97.6 and 102.5% and for SL-TPM between 95.2 and 106%.

** Pharmacokinetic–pharmacodynamic analyses**
The pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic parameters were estimated using nonlinear mixed-effects modelling as implemented in NONMEM (version 7; ICON Development Solutions, Ellicott City, MD, USA), compiled using Intel\(^{®}\) Visual Fortran Compiler XE (Version 12.0.2.154 Build 20110112; Santa Clara, CA, USA). The first-order conditional estimation (FOCE) and Laplace integral approximation methods with \( \eta - \varepsilon \) interaction produced estimates of the structural parameters, as well as estimates of interindividual and residual unexplained variability for the PK and PK-PD models, respectively. Model selection was based on the change in NONMEM objective function value (OFV; for nested models), Akaike information criterion (AIC; for non-nested models), and the visual inspection of improvements in the diagnostic plots (observed vs. population and individual predicted concentrations and conditional weighted residuals vs. predicted concentration and time). For testing covariate models, a decrease in the OFV of at least 6.63 \( (\chi^2, P \leq 0.01, \text{d.f.} = 1) \) and 10.83 \( (\chi^2, P \leq 0.001, \text{d.f.} = 1) \) were used as cut-off values for forward inclusion and backward elimination, respectively.

** Population pharmacokinetic model**
Both one- and two-compartment PK models with first-order absorption and elimination were tested to describe the plasma concentration–time profiles of TPM and SL-TPM. The models were parameterized in terms of clearance (CL), volume of distribution (\( V_d \)), first-order absorption rate constant (\( K_a \)), oral bioavailability (\( F \)) and, for the two-compartment model, intercompartmental clearance (Q) and peripheral volume (\( V_p \)). The between-subject variability (BSV) was estimated using an exponential error model and expressed as coefficient of variation (CV). Both IV and oral TPM were modelled simultaneously. This enabled the estimation of the oral bioavailability (\( F \)) of TPM and the testing of separate residual error models for each formulation. Plots of post *hoc* estimates of PK parameters from the base model vs. covariates were visually inspected to evaluate the magnitude and direction of the covariate effects. A standard forward inclusion–backward elimination approach was adopted for developing the covariate model. Continuous covariates, such as age, were modelled through linear and nonlinear regression on clearance and \( V_d \). In addition, an allometric relationship between PK parameters and actual bodyweight (ABW) was considered, where the allometric exponent for the volume of distribution was fixed to one, while that of CL was estimated from the data. The effect of categorical covariates (sex and race) was examined through a multiplicative model in order to obtain the fractional change in the pharmacokinetic parameters. Qualification of the final PK model was conducted by means of visual predictive checks (VPCs).

** Pharmacokinetic–pharmacodynamic models**
The PK-PD models simultaneously related the plasma concentration (\( C \)) of TPM to the effects on COWA for IV and oral treatments. Both discrete distribution models and continuous approximation were explored for modelling COWA. When approximating COWA as a continuous outcome, three types of link functions were investigated: linear, exponential and \( E_{\text{max}} \).
Both the Poisson and negative binomial distribution models were explored for modelling COWA under the discrete distribution assumption [20]. In these models, the mean outcome was linked to TPM plasma concentration, and the $-2\ln$ logarithm of the likelihood option was used along with the Laplace integral approximation method in estimating the model’s parameters. The development of the PK-PD models was performed on the basis of stepwise inclusion of candidate variables. Covariate models included testing for the effect of age, sex, race, number of COWA tests administered ($N_{\text{COWA}}$) and the sequence of administering treatments in the crossover design. The parameter estimates from both continuous and discrete distribution models were compared, and the final PK-PD link model was qualified using VPCs. An external validation of the model structure was also conducted using a small cohort of subjects ($n = 9$) at a higher single TPM dose (200 mg) than used for model development.

### Results

#### Subject characteristics

Data from 32 individuals recruited across the three studies were pooled for this analysis. Overall, subjects received either 50 ($n = 2$) or 100 mg ($n = 30$) of oral TPM. Of the 32 subjects, 12 were crossed over to receive an infusion dose of 50 ($n = 2$) or 100 mg ($n = 10$) of SL-TPM, and 20 were crossed over to receive the placebo. Study III contributed a third treatment period, during which subjects received a 2 mg dose of lorazepam; however, data from that period were excluded from the present analysis. The characteristics of the studied population and the composition of the data set are summarized in Table 1.

#### Pharmacokinetic analysis

Final PK model parameter estimates and goodness-of-fit plots are presented in Table 2 and Figure 1, respectively. The final PK model was a two-compartment linear model with first-order absorption and elimination and an exponential model for BSV of $CL$, $V_c$ and $K_a$. Estimation of the BSV of $Q$ and $V_p$ resulted in a highly unstable model that was sensitive to changing initial estimates. In addition, the estimated variance of $\eta$ on $F$ was unrealistically small (%CV $\sim 5\%$); consequently, the variances of $\eta$ on those parameters were fixed to zero. There was no evident correlation among the variances of $\eta$ for any of the model parameters, and a diagonal OMEGA matrix was selected. A separate proportional error model best described the residual unexplained variability in TPM concentration for each formulation. During the forward inclusion, only ABW and sex showed a significant influence on the $V_c$ ($\Delta\text{OFV} = 12.1$ and 7.5, respectively, $P < 0.01$). In contrast, the inclusion of ABW on $CL$ resulted in an insignificant drop in the OFV ($\Delta\text{OFV} = 2.3$, $P > 0.01$); however, the estimate of the allometric exponent for $CL$ was 0.41, with a 95% confidence interval (CI: $-0.16$, 0.99), which included the theoretical value of 0.75. Therefore, a full model that allometrically scaled $CL$, $Q$, $V_c$ and $V_p$ for a standard 70 kg bodyweight while accounting for a sex effect on $V_c$ was built. Backward elimination of sex resulted in an insignificant rise in the OFV (an increase

Table 1

Summary of the subject characteristics and the variables of the data set relevant for the model development across the three studies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Study I</th>
<th>Study II</th>
<th>Study III</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of subjects</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of PK observations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV TPM</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oral TPM</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of PD observations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pretreatment</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV TPM</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oral TPM</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Placebo</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-treatment</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bodyweight (kg)</td>
<td>78.24 ± 16.3</td>
<td>79.06 ± 13.69</td>
<td>71.2 ± 11.74</td>
<td>76.54 ± 14.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td>35 ± 13.27</td>
<td>33.64 ± 11.07</td>
<td>21.78 ± 1.56</td>
<td>30.81 ± 11.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex</td>
<td>Men/women</td>
<td>6/6</td>
<td>7/4</td>
<td>7/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race</td>
<td>Caucasian/AA/other/unknown</td>
<td>11/1/0/0</td>
<td>7/3/0/1</td>
<td>6/1/2/0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values are count, mean ± SD or median (range). Abbreviations are as follows: AA, African American; IV, intravenous; PD, pharmacodynamics; PK, pharmacokinetics; TPM, topiramate.
of 2.1, *P > 0.05), indicating a possible collinearity between ABW and sex. Therefore, the sex effect was dropped and ABW on CL, Q, Vc and Vp was retained in the final model as follows:

\[
CL \text{ (in litres per hour)} = 1.21 \times \left( \frac{ABW}{70} \right)^{0.75} \tag{1}
\]

\[
Q \text{ (in litres per hour)} = 1.02 \times \left( \frac{ABW}{70} \right)^{0.75} \tag{2}
\]

\[
V_c \text{ (in litres)} = 59.3 \times \left( \frac{ABW}{70} \right) \tag{3}
\]

\[
V_p \text{ (in litres)} = 12.1 \times \left( \frac{ABW}{70} \right) \tag{4}
\]

When testing for a race effect, groups other than Caucasians were collapsed into one category because of the small number of subjects in these groups and the difficulty of estimating a distinct parameter for each effect. Overall, age, sex, race and TPM formulation had insignificant effects on CL (ΔOFV > 6.63, *P > 0.01).

### Pharmacokinetic–pharmacodynamic models

When developing the structural model, the exposure–response data were fitted to linear, exponential or \( E_{\text{max}} \) models. For the \( E_{\text{max}} \) model, however, the limited range of TPM exposure in this study did not inform the model parameters, and an IC\(_{50}\) could not be estimated. We then fitted linear and exponential models to the exposure–response data and used an external data set to validate these models (small cohort at a single higher TPM dose, 200 mg). Despite the lower AIC value of the linear model (AIC 826) compared with the exponential decline model (AIC 829), the former resulted in slightly higher bias and comparable precision to the latter model in predicting COWA scores at the 200 mg single dose. Thus, the linear model was abandoned in favour of the more plausible exponential decline function for the model development.

\[
\text{COWA}_j = BL_i \times \exp \{-K_e \times C_{ij}\} \tag{5}
\]

where COWA\(_j\) is the \( j \)th COWA score for the \( i \)th individual, BL\(_i\) is the baseline COWA score for the \( i \)th individual with an exponential random effect, and \( K_e \) is the exponential decline constant for the effect of TPM concentration. The parameter estimates and relative standard errors from the final model appear in Table 3.

The distribution of the COWA scores in the data set is shown in Figure 2. The figure shows a mean observed COWA score of approximately 40 and that a normal distribution model can reasonably characterize the nature of the observed data. The model using the exponential function showed a reasonable fit through the data, as demonstrated in Figure 3. The model incorporated a BSV for the baseline COWA (BL) modelled as an exponential \( \eta_i \); however, the limited number of subjects with serial measures of COWA after TPM dosing did not support estimating the variance of \( \eta_i \) on the decline rate constant \( K_e \); model failed to converge). As a result, the variance of \( \eta_i \) on \( K_e \) was fixed to zero.

When exploring the COWA scores collected under drug-free conditions (pre- and post-treatment baselines and placebo observations), a systematic increase was observed with increasing number of administered COWA test (N\(_{\text{COWA}}\), as shown in Figure 4. Therefore, N\(_{\text{COWA}}\) was incorporated into the model as a categorical covariate, with the pretreatment COWA score set as a reference group, and fractional changes due to N\(_{\text{COWA}}\) were estimated. The 95% CI for estimates of the effect of any N\(_{\text{COWA}} < 4\) on BL crossed the null value of one, while those for any

### Table 2

Parameter estimates of the final pharmacokinetic model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Fixed effects estimate</th>
<th>RSE (%)*</th>
<th>Random effects estimate†</th>
<th>RSE (%)‡</th>
<th>Shrinkage (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CL (l h(^{-1}))</td>
<td>1.21 x ((\frac{WT}{70})^{0.75})</td>
<td>5.72</td>
<td>%CV = 19.3</td>
<td>23.6</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vc (l)</td>
<td>59.3 x ((\frac{WT}{70})^{0.75})</td>
<td>7.03</td>
<td>%CV = 24.5</td>
<td>33.8</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q (l)</td>
<td>1.02 x ((\frac{WT}{70})^{0.75})</td>
<td>29</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vp (l)</td>
<td>12.1 x ((\frac{WT}{70})^{0.75})</td>
<td>10.6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K_e (h(^{-1}))</td>
<td>2.38</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>%CV = 53.3</td>
<td>36.8</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F (%)</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residual error, oral TPM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>%CV = 18.4</td>
<td>21.8</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residual error, IV TPM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>%CV = 7.2</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations are as follows: CL, clearance; F, oral bioavailability of TPM; IV, intravenous; K_e, the first-order rate constant of absorption; Q, intercompartmental clearance; TPM, topiramate; Vc, central volume of distribution; Vp, peripheral volume of distribution; WT, bodyweight. *RSE, relative standard error = (standard error – estimate) x 100. CV, coefficient of variation; †%CV = \( \sqrt{(\text{RSE})^2 - 1} \). ‡RSE for random effects calculated in the variance scale.
The $N_{COWA} \geq 4$ departed significantly from one. Therefore, a fixed effect for $N_{COWA} \geq 4$ was estimated and significantly decreased the OFV ($\Delta$OFV = 16.1, $P < 0.0001$). Age, sex, race, and sequence of treatments had no significant effect on either the baseline or the decline rate of COWA. A backward elimination was not performed because there was only one covariate effect per parameter included in the model.

Despite the potential advantage of the negative binomial model in accounting for the overdispersion above the mean COWA scores, the Poisson distribution was assumed in the model development because the Poisson model accommodated the overdispersion above the mean once $N_{COWA} (N_{COWA} < 4 \text{ vs. } N_{COWA} \geq 4)$ was incorporated into the model (overdispersion 0.0071). It is worth mentioning that both the discrete and the continuous data distribution models produced similar parameter estimates and were of comparable predictability for the observed COWA, as shown in Table 4 and Figure 5, respectively. In addition, the continuous data distribution model fit had a considerably lower AIC than the Poisson model. Consequently, the traditional analysis for continuous data was sufficient for the COWA. The final model linked the decline in COWA to $C_t$ through an exponential function and accounted for the effect of repeated tests of COWA ($N_{COWA} \geq 4$) on BL as follows:

![Figure 1](image-url)

**Figure 1**

Goodness-of-fit plots from the final PK model. (A) Identity plots of observed vs. population predicted TPM concentration. (B) Identity plot of observed vs. individual predicted TPM concentration. (C) Scatter plot of conditional weighted residuals (CWRES) vs. time. (D) Scatter plot of CWRES vs. population predicted TPM concentration. ●, intravenous TPM; ○, oral TPM; ——, line of identity; ---, Loess, Smooth = 0.8
where $N_{\text{COWA}} \geq 4$ equals zero if COWA is being repeated for fewer than four times or one otherwise and $\epsilon_{ij}$ is the independent normally distributed residual error with a mean of zero and variance $\sigma_{\epsilon}^2$.

**Visual predictive check**

The results of the predictive checks for the PK model of both IV stable-labelled and oral TPM are shown in Figure 6. The predictive check plot for the PD link model is shown in Figure 7. Visual inspection of these plots indicates that the final models were adequate in simulating both the overall trend and the variability encountered in the PK-PD data set.

**Discussion**

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to quantify the change in generative phonemic fluency with respect to changing TPM concentration. We identified such changes to occur at a relatively low dose of TPM and...
Table 4
Absolute predictive performance in predicting COWA scores after a single 200 mg topiramate dose using the linear relative to the exponential models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Performance</th>
<th>Linear model</th>
<th>Exponential model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MPE (95% CI)</td>
<td>4.32 (−4.92, 11.76)</td>
<td>3.45 (−3.51, 12.27)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAPE (95% CI)</td>
<td>8.94 (4.92, 13.04)</td>
<td>9.13 (3.91, 13.2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Twenty-seven observations were made in nine subjects. Abbreviations are as follows: CI, confidence interval; COWA, Controlled Oral Word Association; MAPE, median absolute prediction error (indicates the precision of the model in predicting the COWA scores as words per three trials); MPE, median predictor error (indicates the bias of the model in predicting COWA scores as words per three trials).

within a narrow range of observed TPM levels (0.05–3 mg l⁻¹). In addition, the study design allowed the examination of the practice effect of COWA. A significant improvement of the performance on COWA was demonstrated after the third time the test was administered during the nondrug sessions. The decline in COWA scores was adequately described by an exponential model. The rate constant of 0.157 l mg⁻¹ indicated that the COWA score decreased by 14.5% for each 1 mg l⁻¹ increase in TPM concentration.

The PK of TPM was described by a two-compartment model with first-order absorption and elimination processes. After oral dosing, TPM was found to be absorbed rapidly (half-time for absorption ~15 min), with no significant lag time. While the maximal bioavailability is theoretically 100%, we chose not to use a logit model to impose this restriction and opted to allow the data to speak to the issue. Nonetheless, the estimate of 108% bioavailability of the tablets relative to the IV preparation is a relatively small deviation from the theoretical value of 100% and suggests that TPM is well absorbed after oral administration of tablets. The distribution of TPM was calculated to be relatively slow as demonstrated by a distribution half-life (t1/2α) of 6.5 h In this population. Previous studies in adults suggest that TPM PK following oral administration is described by a one-compartment model; however, these studies were mostly based on the analysis of sparse PK data [13, 15]. Given the rapid absorption of TPM and the immediate effect on COWA scores observed in our study, it is possible that TPM undergoes a faster equilibration with the site of action than predicted by the calculated t1/2α. Our study design included a total duration of infusion and time to first PK sample of ~20 min; thus, this rapid distribution phase could have been completed before our first PK sample was obtained. Topiramate CL of a typical individual (70 kg) was estimated at 1.22 l h⁻¹, which is consistent with the estimates of previous studies on healthy volunteers and patients with epilepsy [15, 21, 22]. Age, sex and race had no effect on the CL of TPM in healthy volunteers, although a previous study found TPM CL to increase with a patient’s age [15]. The subjects in our study were healthy, young adults, who reportedly had normal renal function. In addition, of the 32 individuals, only 12 had rich PK sampling to inform estimation of CL and testing of covariate effect. This may explain the lack of effect of age and other covariates on CL.

Of particular interest is the significant increase in COWA scores after the third time that the test was administered during nondrug sessions. On average, subjects generated 12% more words after the third test compared with previous test sessions. A practice effect and reduced anxiety of the examinees on repeated testing could have contributed to this phenomenon. Despite this increase in the nondrug sessions, TPM still decreased the performance on the COWA test, and the mean score of COWA per three trials declined exponentially with increasing TPM concentration. At the average peak concentration (Cmax 2 mg l⁻¹) observed after a TPM dose of 100 mg, the model predicts a 27% reduction in the number of words generated on COWA (~31 words per three trials). The effect on generative phonemic fluency as measured by COWA is expected to be due mainly to exposure to TPM, because the study population included only healthy volunteers with no complications of seizures, drug interactions or varying aetiology of epilepsy.

Our findings are in keeping with previous reports of the cognitive effects of TPM in healthy volunteers. At baseline, individuals generated an average of 43 words per three trials, which fell within the normal range for the COWA scores adjusted for age, sex and education [23]. Studies on healthy volunteers of comparable age to those in our study found mean and median baseline COWA scores of 45 and 43 words generated per three trials, respectively [3, 24]. In addition, these studies reported averages of reduction in the COWA scores of 36 and 42% after daily doses of 300 and 400 mg maintained for a mean of 3 weeks, respectively [3, 24]. Short-term exposure to higher doses of TPM may thus worsen performance on COWA, in comparison to our study. On the contrary, varying degrees of tolerance or compensatory response to the cognitive adverse events may occur with prolonged therapy and result in milder cognitive side-effects than were observed on acute exposure [25, 26]. Lee et al. found a significant but mild decline only in verbal fluency and tests of attention (14 and 15%, respectively) after 1 year of exposure to a low dose of TPM (50–100 mg day⁻¹) in patients with newly diagnosed epilepsy, well controlled for seizures and with no EEG abnormalities [4]. Other cognitive tests administered in this study were not significantly influenced by TPM at the end of the 1 year follow-up.

The present study identified an exposure–response relationship of TPM and COWA scores at a narrow range of TPM concentrations (0.05–3 mg l⁻¹) in healthy volunteers. A direct translation of this relationship to epilepsy patients is ambiguous; however, we suppose that this exposure–response profile would apply to patients with migraine or...
obesity [27]. Migraine patients were found to have similar baseline cognitive performance to healthy control subjects, with a selective and persistent effect of TPM (50–100 mg) on verbal fluency scores after both the titration phase and 8 weeks of maintenance therapy [5]. In contrast, conflicting results were reported for the cognitive effects of TPM in epilepsy patients. The study by Lee et al. revealed a significant interaction between TPM daily dose and the difference in scores of the backward digit span ($P < 0.01$) and verbal fluency tests ($P < 0.05$) before and after initiation of TPM [4]. On the contrary, a previous study of patients with intractable epilepsy who underwent

![Goodness-of-fit plots from both analyses of continuous and discrete (Poisson) models. (A) Identity plot of observed vs. population predicted COWA. (B) Identity plot of observed vs. individual predicted COWA. ● model for continuous data; ▲, poisson distribution model; —, line of identity.](https://example.com/figure5)

![Visual predictive check plots of observed stable-labelled intravenous (A) and oral (B) TPM concentrations. Overlaid in grey bands are the 95% confidence intervals of the 50th (median), 5th and 95th quantiles of the simulated data sets from the PK model. —, observed median; — — —, observed 5th, 95th percentiles](https://example.com/figure6)
withdrawal of TPM (50–650 mg day$^{-1}$) in preoperative settings found neither the dose nor the serum levels of TPM to be predictive of the cognitive side-effects [28]. However, for those patients, differences in the aetiology of epilepsy and brain pathology, polytherapy and the variable length of maintenance time on TPM could have confounded the relationship between TPM concentration and effect on cognition.

It is worth mentioning that the narrow ranges of administered doses and concentrations in our study were limitations to investigating the PK-PD relationship at higher exposures to TPM. It is possible that the COWA–C$\text{TPM}$ relationship asymptotes to a maximal effect at higher doses of TPM, with increased exposures producing less than a proportional decrease in cognitive function. As we studied the cognitive effects of TPM in healthy volunteers with no underlying diseases or confounding factors, the findings from the present study may not be generalized readily to the broader patient population. In addition, the single assessment of subjects after receiving placebo has limited the characterization of a continuous time–COWA relationship. Further studies are needed to characterize the cognitive effects of TPM at higher doses and the relative contribution of placebo and learning of neuropsychological tests to the proposed TPM effect.

In conclusion, we have characterized the exposure–response relationship of TPM concentration and its effects on phonemic fluency in healthy volunteers given single, low doses of TPM (50–100 mg). The improved performance on COWA after the third administration in drug-free conditions is probably due to a significant practice effect; COWA scores decline exponentially with increasing TPM concentrations, and the model predicted a rate constant of 0.157 l mg$^{-1}$, indicating that COWA scores decreased by 14.5% for each 1 mg l$^{-1}$ increase in TPM concentration.

Further studies are needed to characterize both the PK-PD and the time–response relationship in epilepsy patients or other patient populations at a higher and wider range of doses than was used in our study. These models can be useful in predicting subpopulations of patients who would be more susceptible to impairment of COWA, while providing a PK-PD evidence-based dose optimization of TPM in such patient populations.
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